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APPENDIX E ' 179
in
INTRODUCTION
This is a companion document to Volume I, NASA CR-121103, "Final Report".
The appendixes contained herein supplement the technical discussion in that
document.
Appendix A is a description of the TATE (Tank Arrangement Thermal Efficiency)
computer program. The results of the TATE analysis were discussed in Sections
1.1.2, 1.2.3, 1.3.2, 1.3.5 and 3.2 of Volume I.
Appendix В contains the detailed results of the Vehicle Structure Evaluation for
the ten preliminary designs. Vehicle configurations and dimensions are shown.
Tabulated weights for various construction methods and materials are presented.
Structural concept weights are summarized in tables which include end attach-
ment weight adjustments. The material in this appendix supplements the discus-
sion and summary charts of Section 1.2.3 of Volume I.
Appendix С presents a description of the meteoroid environment, derivation of
the earth-mars trajectory for this study and the entire quantity of design curves
developed from the test data of this program. This material supplements the
discussion of Sections 1.2.3 and 1.3.4 of Volume I.
Appendix D contains the detail design drawings and a discussion of the ten
vehicle preliminary designs. These results were summarized in Section 1.2.3
of Volume I.
Appendix E contains the temperature data obtained in the thermal performance
tests. This appendix also contains a description of the thermal model used in
the analysis of results and gives the temperatures predicted for each test case.
The test results are discussed in Section 2.2.3 of Volume I.
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APPENDIX A
TANK ARRANGEMENT THERMAL EFFICIENCY COMPUTER PROGRAM
This appendix discusses the construction and operation of the TATE program used
to derive optimized weights for tanks, insulation, propellent vapor, helium and
helium tank. The results obtained through use of this program were described in
Sections 1.1.2, 1.2.3, 1.3.2, 1.3.5 and 3.2 of Volume I "Final Report",
NASA CR-121103.
The program was designed to arrive at a least weight case for any vehicle con-
figuration through an iterative random search process where search limits were
narrowed after evaluation of every 2000 cases. This process was continued for
10 iterations or a total of 20,000 cases. A computerized search technique was
necessary in order to find optimum values of multiple, independent variables,
each with arbitrary constraints.
The program randomly selected thicknesses of insulation for all locations on a
given vehicle and calculated heat flow to the cryogens. Two mission phases
were considered, ascent and coast. Ascent heating included the effects of
residual purge gas in the MLI (Multilayer Insulation) and higher temperatures due
to near earth environment and random orientation. A thermal balance was main-
tained, therefore, heat could flow in or out of the propellents. The program
calculated tank pressures and determined the critical point of the mission, i.e.,
launch, end boost, or end of mission. The tank sizes and gages were determined
and a summary of insulation, tanks, propellent vapor and helium weights were
made.
The assumptions for the study were:
1) The spacecraft was oriented during coast so that the payload was
between the sun and the propulsion vehicle. The only heat to the
propulsion vehicle came from the payload and the solar panels which
were assumed to be 520°R (289°K) with e = 1.0, and 620°F (344°K)
with £ = 0.05, respectively.
2) The net heat that penetrated the insulation blanket was considered
the heat into the cryogenic tank.
The internal and external insulation surface temperatures used in the analysis
were derived from the steady state solution of the BETA (Boeing Engineering
Thermal Analyzer) program.
The thickness of MLI on all surfaces was determined by:
' = VINLIM + VXLIM 'MINLIM» RUNIF(A)
RUNIF(A) is a subroutine that selects random numbers uniformly
between 0 and 1.
'MAXLIM = " -
'MINLIM =
l\i AW) Extreme thicknesses obtained from 5 best casesMAX I
t. .... I from previous 2000 iterations.
r i i A w i m \ Insulation thickness limits to be used for nextMAXLIM I
'MINLIM j 200°'*r<"ions-
S = 0.5 Factor to_control search limit reduction rate.
After every 2000 cases Т .v| ... and Т .... . . were modified and set equal
to the minimum and maximum thickness of the 5 leastweight cases. Each con-
figuration was run for 20,000 cases.
The total heat transfer into the propellant tanks included heat transfer through
the MLI during the ascent phase plus heat transfer through the MLI combined
with heat leaks through tank supports and fluid lines during the coast phase.
The equations for heat transfer were:
Q_ - (Q. + Q. + Q- + QD + Qu ) / 4992 (Hours)
' 'м 'A s p HL
t
where Q = Total average heat transfer rate to fuel or oxidizer.
Q. = Total heat transferred thru MLI during coast.
'м
Q. = Total heat transferred thru MLI during ascent.
!A
Q<- = Total heat transferred thru tank supports.
Qp = Total heat transferred thru plumbing lines.




Modifying the MLI heat transfer equation
+ KPEN) A,i <T... -T2..>
/ ' |l |l
and Q = 4992 £ Q-- (for the coasf Pnc"se)
!M |i ''
where T, = Temperature on outside of MLI
j '
T_ = Temperature on inside of MLI
j >
A = Surface area of MLI
i"
t.. = Thickness of MLI
I1
k.. = Thermal conductivity of MLI
КПРК,
 =
 Thermal conductance of nylon fasteners per unit MLI areaPEN
•
Q.. = Average heat transfer rate to fuel or oxidizer during coast
phase of mission
T, and To are input constants for each insulation panel. These were ob-it» ^. •
I1 I1
tained by a separate thermal analysis.
The insulation conductivity was generalized as
k. = к (т 2 + т 2) (т + т ) + к (т + т )
II K. . I.. t-. . I.. £-. . t~.. I.. £•. .1 1 1 1
 I1 1 M " '
The subscripts on the constants were required to identify the different types of
MLI used on the vehicles.
The term KDC. was assumed to be a constant.
Q
Q. = A /
 A l
- - \
.. (——LL + Q t..)
I1 V f-- A2" I1/
' > ' 'A..  j j j i|,
Q. =52 QI (f°r ^e ascent" phase)
A ji A..
Q. = heat transferred thru MLI during ascent phase of
A.. mission for panel ji.
QA1 - constant which depended on the type of MLI and
ji location on vehicle.
Q._ = Term required for use with perforated radiation shields
M
Q.. and QAO were constants which depended on the type of insulation
i' i1
and location on the vehicle. These constants were determined by a curve fit
to data from the evacuation analyses. In most cases, QAO ~ 0.
Qs = 4992 £6
I1
QS = KS (T1.. - TFU >
11
 OR OX
where: K_ was an input constant for each configuration,
TI was one of the boundary temperatures specified for the MLI,
!'
TCI was fuel temperature
T_v was oxidizer temperature
Q_ was heat leak through structure
Qp - 4992
 r
QP = KFILL(T1.. " TFU } + KVENT(T1.. " TFU
11
 OROX "' OROX
KFEED(TENG " TFU *'
OROX
FILL was thermal conductivity of fill line
K.,.-klT was thermal conductivity of vent lineVENT '
was thermal conductivity of feed line
Т,--..,, was engine temperatureENG
These were all input constants.
HL
= K HL - У
where T, was temperature outside
T_ was temperature inside
Kul was conductivity from BETA programML
•
This form of Q was used for special cases, e.g., where the LF« feed line
penetrated the LhL compartment on Vehicle 1-14.
KFEED(TENG






















where Л^ was the temperature
on the feed line in the LH«
compartment.
where To was a point near
the engine but outside the
MLI.
where Т л was a feed line
support.
representative Q's were accumulated and the^ Q was determined by divid-
by the mission time and checked against the Q constraints. The Q con-
straints were the heat flow values which resulted in limiting pressures (5 psia
(SA.S.kN/m ) minimum pressure and critical maximum pressure). If either of
the Q's was outside the constraints then the case was cancelled and the program





A. = Area of panel
t. = Thickness of MLIi
p = Density of MLI
With non-vented tanks, any heat added to the propel lant was reflected in a
change in internal energy, U. Assuming saturated liquid and vapor always in
equilibrium, the pressure, temperature, liquid density and vapor density was also
changed continuously with change in U. The total internal energy was made up
of contributions of the liquid and the vapor:
и - U + U
uM = u.M. + u_ML L (j О
M, M
U =
 \{-M + uG(-M-) = uLmL + UGmG
The mass ratios m. and m_ could be defined in terms of the specific volume
of liquid ( v,) r gas ( V ) and total system ( V ) :
V_ ---- v. M + - V M - —
L G
 °M
Since the sum of the liquid and vapor masses was equal to the total mass,
i.e., m. + m = 1
(I ~rn/-x) "^ лП^лG G G
"-"L
substituting
и = u L ( l -
и =
v -
u = UL +
 V-V
 ( UG ' UL }
At any given set of conditions, the only unknown was V
8
A table of Q versus vapor pressure was derived for both cryogens, assuming that
the liquid and vapor existed in equilibrium. Also used were tables of pressure
versus densities of vapor and liquid in addition to helium gas used to pressurize
tanks for the engine burn. The helium gas was assumed to be at the cryogen
temperature and pressure plus N. P. S. P. From this information was found:
x M p
Vapor Weight = - ( — -
M = mass propellent usable plus residuals
x = ullage required at mission end
л = density of vapor
P. = density of liquid
2. Helium Weight = M
P PL
P, = density of helium gas
This assumed the required helium equalled the replacement of all the cryogenic
liquid.




5000 psia (34,5 MN/m design limit pressure
f = 265 KSI @ - 320°F (1827 MN/m2 @ 77.7°K)
yield F.S = 1 . 3 3
~
 7A wt. helium bottle
wt. helium
The sizing and weighing of the fuel and oxidizer tanks is shown below:
LhL - LF,, System
Fuel Tank
The helium was stored in the oxidizer tank
W, in fuel tank = 0he
Fuel tank operating pressure = P. . + NPSP £ 14.7 psiafuel vapor (}Q]
Then call tank sizing subroutine corresponding to the kind of tank.
Oxidizer Tank
W, = wt. helium in oxidizer tankhe
Oxidizer tank operating pressure = P . .. + NPSP ^ 14.7 psia
ox.d.zer vapor
 ( }Q}
Call Tank sizing subroutine corresponding to the kind of tank.
NOTE: The sizing of the oxidizer tank included the volume
of helium.
CH. - FLOX Uninsulated System (Both propellents at same temperature)
Fuel Tank
The helium was stored in the oxidizer tank
W, in fuel tank = 0he
 2
Fuel tank operating pressure = Pf . + 14.7* (101.3 kN/m )
Call fuel tank sizing subroutine corresponding to the kind of tank.
Oxidizer Tank
W, = wt. helium for oxidizer tank plus wt. helium for fuel tankhe






Call tank sizing subroutine corresponding to the kind of tank.
* Based on initially adding helium to prevent tank collapse prior to launch
due to vapor pressure less than one atmosphere.
10
CH4 - FLOX Insulated System
Fuel Tank
The helium was stored in the fuel tank
W, = W, . . + W, ...he he fuel he oxidizer
о
Fuel tank operating pressure = Pp + NPSP > 14.7 psia (101.3 kN/m )
Call tank sizing subroutine corresponding to the kind of tank
Oxidizer Tank
W. =0 since it was stored in fuel tankhe







Call tank sizing subroutine corresponding to the kind of tank.
The kinds of tanks included in this program were spherical, cylindrical, oblate
spheroid, toroidal, and a common bulkhead tank. Following is a description of
the sizing and weighing of each.
The baseline tank parameters were:
Factors
= F = 1 95 P
PROOF ty ' op
Allowables (2219-T6E46 Aluminum Alloy)
F psi (MN/m2) F psi (MN/rr,2)
Room Temp. 39,000(268.9) 54,000(372.3)
Methane -260°F 43,500(299.9) 61,700(425.4)
F2-FLOX -306°F 44,900(309.6) 64,800(446.8)
H? -423°F 51,900(357.8) 75,600(521.2)
11
Pressures
P = P + P ,
op vp npsh
Oxidizers - P = P +12.0 psia (82.7 kN/m2)op vp г \
Fuels - P = P + 8 . 0 psia (55.2 kN/m2)
op vp v
Design pressure = proof pressure = 1.25 P
op
Weight
Based on calculated or minimum gage x area x density
P = 0.102 Ib/in3 (2823 kg/m3)
Minimum Gage = 0.025 in (0.064 cm)
Spherical Tank




 < - >
3
V = total volume stored in all tanks (in )
M. = mass of liquid (Ibs)
3
P . = density of liquid (Ibs/ft )
W, = wt. helium stored in tank (Ibs)
у .у. \IAN (4.1888)/
R = radius of each tank (in)
AN = number of tanks




Т = wall thickness (in)
P = operating pressure of tank
F yield stress of tank (psi)
12
2.
WT = AN (1.2818) R Т
WT = weight of all tanks (IBs)
Cylindrical Tank - Oblate Spheroid Heads
M. W
V = 1728 (• u
.95 p.






Н = height of cylindrical portion of tank (in.)
Т = V2(1.25) (P ) R/2 F > .025
Т = thickness of cylindrical wall (in.)
Т = thickness of spherical cap wall (in.)
WT = AN (1.0392 R Т + .64089 R Н Т )
s с
WT = weight of all tanks









В = .7071 A
A = major radius of tank




 2 °P > .025
Fty
Т = thickness of wall (in.)
WT = AN (1.0392 A2T)
WT = weight of all tanks (Ibs)
4. Torus Tank










Т = , °P
-2 B/A-Ч > .025
WT = AN (4.0268 А ВТ)
































WT = 0.5196 R2 (TCLJ + T^J + .64089 RH Tc_ + .4531 R2
гп
6. Common Bulkhead Tank - Oblate Spheroid Heads
FLOX .95 P






 ~ \ 2.961 /
CH
1/3


















2 ) ( 1
-
2 5 ) PopCH/
Tps = —^ > .025
ty
 FLOX
2 2WT = 1.0392 R TQ + .64089 RH Т + .5196 R Т
At this point, all weights were accumulated (insulation weight, vapor weights,
helium weights, helium bottle weight and fuel and oxidizer tank weights). If
this total weight was less than any of the 5 previous least weight cases, then




VEHICLE STRUCTURE EVALUATION - PRELIMINARY DESIGN
Section 1.2.3 of Volume I, "Final Report", NASA CR-121103, described the
structural evaluation for the ten preliminary vehicle designs. Structural weights
for the main body and Centaur adaptor for each of the study vehicles were sum-
marized in Figures 1.2-10 and 1.2-11 of that report.
This appendix presents sketches of the vehicles, the major dimensions and weight
assignments, and the detailed results of the computer aided OPTRAN (Optimiza-
tion by Random Search) structural optimization program. The OPTRAN program
operations were discussed in Section 1.1.3 of the Volume I document.
Three payload heights were evaluated for each of the study vehicles. These
heights were approximately 1/2 and 1/5 of the vehicle diameter and a minimum
case of 4 inches (10.2 cm) above the top deck insulation. Two continuous shell
construction methods, and truss structures were evaluated in combination with
three materials. The shells consisted of honeycomb sandwich and ring stiffened
corrugations. The materials were aluminum, carbon/epoxy, and fiberglass/epoxy
composites.
Sketches of the vehicle configurations with the dimensions and weights used for
the study are shown in Figures B-l through B-10.
The results of the study are presented in Tables B-l through B-13. The case
numbers refer to payload heights, Case 1 being the lowest payload position.
The limits on member sizes as well as the optimum design point are shown. The
results of the honeycomb sandwich evaluation indicated that shell loading was
too low to make this approach competitive on a weight basis. In the majority
of the cases, minimum gage configurations were selected. Examination of the
weight results shows that optimum configurations were not achieved in all cases.
For example, in Table B-l for Vehicle 1-14 (upper body) with an aluminum
structure, the highest shell loading produced the least weight case. To achieve
more nearly optimum designs for all cases the design limits were narrowed as
shown in Table B-4 with the result that minimum gages were selected for all
vehicles and all payload heights. Finalized shell weights are also shown in
Table B-4. Several "non-optimum" cases were noted in the truss structure data
also; however, since these cases tended towards minimum gage designs, it was
concluded that the least weight case could be used where discrepancies existed.
It should be noted that the weights of Tables B-l through B-13 do not include
end attachments. The weights are for the structural configuration, extending
between the panel points shown in Figures B-l through B-10.
17
Vehicle 2-19 carried axial, bending and internal pressure loads in the tank wall,
therefore, a stiffened skin was necessary to avoid shell buckling. It appeared
that this configuration could combine tank mounted and shell mounted MLI
effectively.
An analysis was made to determine stiffener size and spacing options for the
three payload heights and vehicle configuration shown in Figure B-10. The
stiffener chosen was a 1.00 inch high leg, integral with the tank wall and
aligned with the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. Several design points were
evaluated to establish stiffener proportions in terms of compression load carrying
capacity. The results are presented in Figure B-l 1. A tank gage of .025 in.
(0.064 cm) stiffener thickness of .040 in. (0.10 cm) and spacing of 2.00 in.
(5.1 cm) were set as minimum values. The table below shows the compression
loads and stiffener proportions at the top and bottom of the cylindrical shell for








Spacing -^ in (cm)
Т ~ in (cm)
PAYLOAD HEIGHT (above skirt)
28.5 In (0.7m) 37.5 in (0.9m) 67.5in(1.7m)
260 (45.5) 288 (50.5) 377 (66.0)
.029 (.074) .031 (.079) .040 (.102)
.046 (.117) .049 (.125) .060 (.152)
2.30(5.85) 2.50(6.35) 3.00(7.60)





t , . ~ in (cm )
skin
Spacing "- in (cm)
t ~ in (cm)
300 (52.5) 326 (57.0) 417 (73.0)
.032 (.081) .035 (.089) .044 (.112)
.051 (.130) .053 (.135) .064 (.163)
2.50(6.35) 2.70(6.85) 3.22(8.18)
.053 (.135) .055 (.140) .064 (.163)
The t values defined the shell thickness assuming the stiffeners were "smeared"
over the surface. The average dimensions between top and bottom of the
cylindrical shell were used in the vehicle design and meteoroid protection eval-
uation of the Volume I document.
The conical shell was checked for buckling stability when subjected to an engine
thrust load of 12,500 Ibs (55.5 kN). The minimum gage required for internal
pressure loads was found to be adequate for the thrust load condition. A "Y"
18
ring was necessary at the intersection of the conical and cylindrical surfaces
to carry the radial loads. A cross section of 0.26 square inches (1.68 crrr)
was required. The weights of the "Y" rings, shell stiffening and tank skirt
plus ring were respectively;
Case 1: 5.1 Ib (2.3 kg), 4.5 Ib (2.0 kg), 7.1 Ib (3.2 kg)
Case 2: 5.1 Ib (2.3 kg), 4.6 Ib (2.1 kg), 7.2 Ib (3.3 kg)
Case 3: 5.1 Ib (2.3 kg), 6.1 Ib (2.8 kg), 8.0 Ib (3.6 kg)
The Vehicle Structure Evaluation was concluded by calculating end fitting and
attachment bracket weights for all of the vehicles and adaptors using the curves
of Figures 1.2-6 and 1.2-7, and the methods described in Section 1.2.2 of the
Volume I document. The final results are presented in Tables B-14 through
В-23.
19
Case 1 = 4 "
Case 2 = 24"














Figure B-l: VEHICLE 1-3
20
LF2 TANK 5#
Case 1 = 4"
Case 2 = 24"












Figure B-2: VEHICLE 1-2A
21
LF TANK 5*
Case 1 = 4"
Case 2 = 24"







Figure B-3: VEHICLE 1-2B
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Case 1 = 4"
Case 2 = 14"-
















































CH. TANK = 7#4
FLOX TANK =







26 Figure B-7: VEHICLE 2-3
LH2TANK
LF2 TANK = 15*
Case 1 = 4"
Case 2 = 14"
















Figure B-9: VEHIClf 2-18
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Case 1 = 4.0"
Case 2 = 13.0"

















































Figure B-l 1: VEHICLE 2-19 STIFFENER PROPORTIONS
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•ALUM CORE WITH ALUM & CARBON FACES HRP <F с) CORE WITH F G FACES
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•ALUM CORE WITH ALUM & CARBON FACES HRP IF G > CORE WITH F с FACES
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'ALUM CORE WITH ALUM ОЯ CARBON FACES HRP (F G.) CORE WITH F G. FACES
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TH ALUM AND CARBON FACES







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































E • 28 x 1Q6
LB/IN 2
FIBERGLASS
P- 0.066 LB/IN *


























































































































































































































































































































































































































P- 10 LB/IN 3
E- 10 x 106
LB/IN 2
CARBON-EPOXY




P- 066 LB/IN 3

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































P= 0.055 L8/IN 3

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































* CASE 1 - LOW PAYLOAD - 4"
CASE 2 - MED PAYLOAD - L/D = 0.2
CASE 3 - HIGH PAYLOAD - L/D = 0.5
'* INCLUDING END FTG'S AND ATTACHMENTS
t BODY PLUS ADAPTER
58

































































































































































































































































CASE ^ - LOW PAYLOAD - 4"
CASE 2 - MED PAYLOAD - L/D = 0.2
CASE 3 - HIGH PAYLOAD - L/D = 0.5
INCLUDING END FTG'S AND ATTACHMENTS
t BODY PLUS ADAPTER
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* CASE 1 - LOW PAYLOAD - 4"
CASE 2 - MED PAYLOAD - L/D = 0 2
CASE 3 - HIGH PAYLOAD - L/D = 0 5
t BODY PLUS ADAPTER
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* CASE 1 - LOW PAY LOAD - 4"
CASE 2 - MED PAYLOAD - L/D = 0.2
CASE 3 - HIGH PAYLOAD - L/D = 0 5
t BODY PLUS ADAPTER
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CASE 1 - LOW PAYLOAD -
CASE 2 - MED PAYLOAD -
CASE 3 - HIGH PAYLOAD
4" t BODY PLUS ADAPTER
L/D = 0 2
- L/D = 0 5
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CASE 1 - LOW PAYLOAD - 4"
CASE 2 - MED PAYLOAD - L/D = 0.2
CASE 3 - HIGH PAYLOAD - L/D = 0 5
t BODY PLUS ADAPTER
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t BODY PLUS ADAPTER
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This appendix discusses the meteoroid environment and the method of laboratory
simulation, derivation of the Earth-Mars trajectory for the study vehicles, the
design meteoroid sizes for the study, a tabulation of weights for the materials
used in the tests, and the design curves developed in the course of the study.
METEOROID ENVIRONMENT
Meteoroid experimental information comes from two primary sources: meteors in
the Earth's upper atmosphere and satellite impact records. None of the sources
of the information provide meteoroid mass directly except meteorite finds which
are of no interest here.
The most important sources of information on meteors are the photographic ob-
servations. This covers a mass range down to about 0.01 grams. Figure C-l is
a cumulative distribution of a sample of sporadic photographic meteors as a func-
tion of brightness, using the stellar magnitude scale (Reference C-l). Since the
total collecting rate of the cameras is known, the cumulative flux as a function
of magnitude can be approximated (Reference С-2) as
log N = 0.537 M - 4.34 (km^hr"1)
The equations of meteor physics and an average meteor velocity (variously taken
as 16.5, 20, 35, 40 km/sec) can be used to obtain a mass flux curve. These
average values are usually obtained from the raw data: 35 km/sec from photo-
graphic data, 40 km/sec from radar data, and the other values resulting from
various data weighting schemes.
A derivation of the velocity distribution (Reference C-3) was considered here.
From Figure C-l note that the sample appeared to be complete only to magnitude
one. The roll-off was not a real effect. Rather, it was caused by the limiting
sensitivity of the photographic system.
If the sensitivity were independent of velocity, the raw data would provide a
velocity distribution at constant brightness. However, slow meteors are easier
to see, and the limiting magnitude extends to much fainter meteors for low
velocities than for high velocities. The sensitivity dependence is essentially
inversely as the velocity, as would be expected. To eliminate those observa-
tional biases, the total sample of Figure C-l is divided into small velocity inter-
vals with distributions of the same form in each. The velocity distribution of
the raw data was obtained from the total number in each velocity interval. This
is called the observed distribution in Figure C-2. Next, the portion of the dis-
tribution where the data was complete was fitted by a straight line in each
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interval with the same slope as in Figure C-l. From these straight lines the
constants in equations of the form shown in Figure C-l are obtained, but now
for each velocity interval. From the theory of meteor physics (Reference C-4)
a relationship among magnitude M , velocity V, and mass m is obtained.
By this means the number per unit velocity interval at constant mass is then ob-
tained with the observational bias removed. The average velocity of meteors in
the earth's atmosphere is computed to be 16.5 km/sec. The average velocity
for impact on a near earth sateMiteis 17.8 km/sec.
The velocity distribution in the absence of the Earth's field is also shown in
Figure C-2. The average of this distribution is 14.1 km/sec, however, the
average for impact is 17.0 km/sec. Meteoroid velocities) relative to a space-
craft can range from 0 to 70 km/sec; however, 90 percent of the population is
in the range 0 to 20 km/sec.
Taking the appropriate average over the velocity distribution, the luminous flux
of Figure C-l is converted to a mass flux, given by
log N = -1.21 log m - 13.85 (M~2 sec'1) - - - --
where m was in grams. When the influence of the Earth's field on the flux
is removed:
i
log N = -1.21 log m - 14.20
which is shown as the straight line portion of Figure C-3. This is the flux en-
countered by a spacecraft at Earth's distance from the sun, but not near Earth
itself.
The meteoroid satellites such as Explorer 16 and 23, Pegasus 1, 2, and 3, and
also the Lunar Orbiters provide flux rates by recording the number of perforations
in thin metal sheets of several thicknesses. These measurements automatically give
the cumulative penetration flux, since particles larger than the threshold size also
penetrated. The sensors on Lunar Orbiter were the same as the .001 inch (.0025 cm}
be-cu pressure cans on Explorer 16. The penetration rate of Explorer 16 was 2.0
times that recorded by the Lunar Orbiter (44 penetrations on Explorer 16 and 22
on Lunar Orbiter with almost the same effective exposure). This result was due
to the increase in the meteor flux by the Earth's field and, to a lesser extent,
the greater velocity of the near Earth satellites. Since this effect is velocity
dependent, something can be inferred about the average speed from the experi-
mental result.
To analyze this problem, the meteor flux is taken to be effectively isotropic. The
meteoroids are in hyperbolic orbits and the satellites were in elliptic orbits. The
penetrated thickness is given by the empirical formula:
80
. ,x/ ч,p = km (V cos A)
The satellite penetrating flux is approximately of the form:
log F = - 8log p + log F. (1)
The penetration rate of a satellite is given by Reference C-5
2+08 ^" L 2 \r 2a
1 / 2
 2 V 2 1/21
F(V)AV (2)
Integrating over V using the bias free velocity distribution (the near-Earth curve)
in Figure C-2 and averaging over the orbits of Lunar Orbiter and over Explorer
16 and computing the ratio F /F. the function of б 8 shown in Figure C-4
is obtained. The best value о1/]>8 is 0.64 (ft = 2/3 from impact data, 8 = 0.96
from satellite data) which checks the experimental result exactly. However, the
extreme range of possible values (0.43<|38 £ 0.96) gives good comparison. The
dashed curves were computed using unique values for the velocity rather than a
distribution in Equation 2. These curves illustrate the velocity dependence. It
can be seen that the bias free velocity distribution obtained from the photographic
range is confirmed by the comparison of Lunar Orbiter and Explorer 16 data.
The satellite data is available in the form of Equation 1. From the integral of
Equation 2 the parameter N1 can be evaluated and hence the mass flux results
in the form:
log N = -1/3 8 log m + log N (3)
The curve for the satellite range in Figure C-3 was obtained by using Equation 3
over short intervals of mass.
The mass range of importance in spacecraft design is from about 10 grams to
one gram. The flux curve was established on the satellite and the photographic
data; an interpolation was used between these ranges. Radar data appears to be
improperly corrected, especially for low velocity meteors. Radar meteors appear
to have velocities which are too high and flux rates which are too low.
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Meteors of the photographic and radar range, because of their behavior in the
atmosphere, appear to be fragile and of very low density, ranging from less
than 0.25 gm/cc at one gram to around 0.8 gm/cc at 10"^ grams. They crumble
and burn up in the 80 to 120 km altitude region. They are believed to be
cometary debris; the association of some meteor streams with comets bears this out.
Annual meteor streams do not appear to be a significant hazard to spacecraft
(Reference C-6). Although some streams have very high visual rates, this is
primarily because of the high luminosity of even the very small particles in those
streams which have large velocities relative to Earth.
EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION
The Boeing Company Meteoroid Protection Laboratory was developed for the
primary purpose of generating data suitable for design of meteoroid protection
systems. Little emphasis was placed on the study of the physics of hypervelocity
impact as such. Within the physical limitations, meteoroid impact was simulated
as closely as possible.
As shown in the previous section, most meteoroids have velocities ranging up to
20 km/sec, densities from 0.25 to 0.8 gm/cc, and very little strength. These
conditions could not be simulated in the laboratory. Although speeds up to
10 km/sec were occasionally reported, a practical upper limit for routine testing
is about 8.5 km/sec. The minimum density projectile that can be routinely
launched is polyethylene (sp.gr. = 0.95), although inlyte (sp.gr. = 0.7) has
been launched with some success in other laboratories (Reference С-7).
Most laboratories used spherical projectiles because they gave symmetrical and
repeatable damage patterns. This was necessary for the study of hypervelocity
impact phenomena. However, there is no reason to believe that meteoroids are
spheres. Indeed, the current theory that they are cometary fragments would pre-
clude this possibility except for those few which come close enough to the sun
to be melted but not vaporized. Cylindrical projectiles with random attitudes
at impact give random damage patterns, which should be more representative of
meteoroid damage. Reference C-8 concluded that cylindrical projectiles caused
greater damage than spherical projectiles, thus the use of the latter projectiles
could yield non-conservative results. Since cylindrical polyethylene projectiles
were easy to launch, these were selected by Boeing as the best projectiles to
simulate meteoroid impact.
A family of small light-gas guns, which were simple and economical to operate,
were available. With polyethylene and Lexan projectiles, velocities up to
9 km/sec were achieved. The 1/16 and 3/32-inch (.16 and ,24cm) projectiles
were launched with basically the same gun. It was powered by a .375 magnum
case loaded with Bullseye powder. The guns were shock compression types using
hydrogen gas. The most important factor in their economical operation was the
disposable launch tube consisting of commercial tubing.
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Velocity Dependence - Meteor speeds relative to a spacecraft have a wide range.
From Figure C-2 it was seen that velocities up to 20 km/sec must be considered
to include 90 percent of the meteoroid population. Since the test data effectively
ends at 8.5 km/sec an extrapolation is required. In Reference C-9 a theoretical
treatment based on blast loading of the second sheet was given. This resulted in
a linear increase of the threshold thickness of the second wall with velocity.
However, this approach did not determine the constant. This linear dependence
is included in an empirical relation in Reference C-10, resulting in a very con-
servative penetration threshold at approximately 20 km/sec. This is a consequence
of the fact that in the test range, the blast loading contributes only a small part
of the damage to the second sheet. A more realistic treatment is given in Ref-
erence C-l 1 where experimental thresholds, using glass spheres, were determined
with sufficient accuracy so that extrapolation was possible. Here the second wall
thickness was found to vary with velocity as:
This weak dependence on velocity was in keeping with Boeing test results. Since
the Boeing data was valid up to about 8 km/sec, the following expression could
be written:




Density Dependence - Very little accurate work has been done on the density
dependence of low density projectiles. This is because low density (sp. gr.< 1)
materials have little strength and testing is difficult. Reference C-7 compared
Inlyte (sp. gr. = 0.7) with aluminum projectiles (sp. gr. = 2.8). Several con-
figurations were considered, and it was found that total thickness varied as
(T1 + T 2 ) / D » P°-6
for very small mass and low density projectiles. This was a somewhat stronger
dependence on density than would have been the case if damage depended only
on the projectile mass; i.e., p '/**. The second sheet thickness was not given
separately as a function of density.
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However, in spite of the value of this work, there was insufficient supporting
test data to include this density dependence in the penetration equation of this
study. It did demonstrate, though, that a threshold dependence on projectile
mass is conservative. Consequently, the penetration equation is:
т, /т, s \ / p \ 1/3
4= f iU'T/W 4 < v < 8 km/sec
T2 /Tl S W р \ 1/3 /V\ °'278
Т
 = fl U ' D) loFJ Ы v > 8 km/sec
since res* data was obtained with polyethylene (sp. gr. = 0.95) projectiles.
DETERMINATION OF THE METEOROID ENVIRONMENT FOR EARTH TO MARS
TRAJECTORY
The meteoroid flux varies in the solar system as a function of distance from the
sun. The reliability requirement for this study was stated for the total mission.
Therefore, an average flux was used in the meteoroid protection analysis. This
average was not very sensitive to the particular mission, but specifically the
computation was based on a feasible 208-day trajectory starting on Earth on
October 7, 1975. This trajectory was not necessarily a practical one, but
served the purposes of computing the average meteoroid flux for the study.
The desired trajectory was an ellipse satisfying the two end conditions. Earth
distance from the sun would be very close to one A.U. on October 7. Mars
distance from the sun on May 2, 1976 was computed. The equation for the mean
anomaly was
M = nt + £ - S
For epoch January 15, 1960, this was
M = .524033t - 76.5554
for Mars' orbit. On May 2, 1976, M = 169.535°.
Other data for Mars' orbit were:
semi-major axis, a = 1.523691
eccentricity, e = .093368
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Mars distance was computed from
r = a(1 - e cos E )M
where E was the eccentric anomaly which was determined from Kepler's equationM
M = E.. - e sin EM M
which was solved by iteration. The result was r = 1.664 A.U. on May 2, 1976.
The trajectory, that is a and ' e, of the spacecraft was next computed. It was
assumed that perihelion of this trajectory was at Earth; hence was
1 = a(1 - e)
At intercept
1.664 = a(l -e cos E-)
where E_ was the eccentric anomaly of the spacecraft trajectory at intercept.
It was related to time by
t - 208 = a3/2 (Es - e sin E$) days.
These three equations were solved for a, e, and E_ by iteration. Starting with
Е- = 7Г , the solutions converged in four steps to:
E = 2,389 rod (136.8°)
a = 1.383 A.U.
e = .275
The orbits of Earth, Mars, and the spacecraft are shown in Figure C-5. A
plot of the equations
R = 1.383 (1 - .275 cos E) A.U. (1)
t = 94.5 (E - .275 sin E) Days (2)
giving R as a function of t is shown in Figure C-6.
The model of the cumulative meteoroid flux in interplanetary space was assumed
to have the functional form
N = f (m) f (R) (3)
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where N was the total rate on a surface of unit area by meteoroids of mass m
and larger at a distance R from the sun. This implied that the mass distribution
was independent of the distance R. Hence, the near Earth flux model gave f(m).
Strictly speaking, this was the flux relative to an object in a direct circular
orbit such as Earth; however, the spacecraft's elliptic trajectory would produce
only a very small deviation in the relative flux. This model also assumed that
the flux was isotropic relative to the spacecraft. Meteoroids are primarily in
direct orbits. However, most of the orbits are very eccentric and the relative
flux is approximately isotropic.
The total number of hits per unit area during the mission was
ff (m) f (R) dt
hence the average rate was
« \ s
<N> = IM. J f(R) dt (4)
Over the relatively small distance from Earthi to Mars the space dependence could
be approximated as
f (R) = R
where R was in A.U. From Equation 1
f (R) = Fl.383 (1 - .275 cos E)] (5)
and from Equation 2
dt = 94.5 (1 - .,275 cos E) dE
Substituting in Equation 4
<N> = f (m) F (Y)/F(0) (6)
where
F(Y) = (].383)Y f S (1 - .275 cos E) dE
*ч>
and E- = 2.389 rod. For the purpose of computation, the integrand could be
expanded in a series and integrated term by term as
"
S
 (1 - .275 cosE)1 +Y dE =
о
2.389 - .1879 (Y+l) + .03574 (Y+1) Y- .002 (Y+1)(Y -1)Y
+ .0001848 (Y+1)(Y-1)(Y-2)Y .
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The quantity F(Y)/F(0) is plotted in Figure С-7.
The average of the relative meteoroid velicity over the trajectory was next cal-
culated. An approximation suitable for the purpose was that the relative meteoroid
speed depended on distance from the sun as
V = V , R"1/2 (7)
This result was exact for a particular (fictitious) distribution of meteoroid orbital
elements. The velocity relative to an object in a circular orbit varied as
V = R~1/2 [з - R/a - 2 N/(1 -e2) a/R cos \\ ] / 2
If the distribution was such that the average semi-major axis "a" was proportional
to the distance R at each point in space, then Equation 7 was exact.
The average over the trajectory was defined as
/ N dt
Fiom (3), (4) and (7) this became
V, /RY "1/2dt
/RY dt
and by means of Equation (6) this was represented by
<V> = V F(Y-
which is plotted in Figure С-7.
The curves of Figure С-7 were used to determine the sensitivity of the meteoroid
protection requirement to variations in the model of the environment as described
in Section 1.3.4 of the Volume I document.
For instance, various published models of the environment corresponded to a range
of V from -2 (Reference C-12) to an unrealistic extreme of +5 (Reference C-13).
A nominal value of Y was selected, and the flux from the near-Earth model
multiplied by F(Y )/F(0) to give the average flux over the trajectory (the nominal
value of У was most likely between 0 and -2). This was used to determine the
design meteoroid mass. The average velocity for penetration based on the near-
Earth flux was multiplied by F( Y-l/2)/F(Y) to give the average velocity over
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the trajectory. The amount of meteoroid protection required was computed from
these values. Another value, Y =3 for instance, would then be used for a
similar calculation. A comparison of the two results gave a measure of the sen-
sitivity of the weight to the model used.
DESIGN METEOROID SIZES
Section 1.3.4 of the Volume I document described how the spherical diameter
of the polyethylene design projectile was computed. The nominal values of the
meteoroid environment and velocity dependence, /3 and Y , were used to derive
design meteoroids for all study vehicles with varying payload heights. These
values were j8 = 0.182, У = -2, and the design probability of no failure was
0.999. The resulting design meteoroid diameters are listed in Table C-l.
METEQROID PROTECTION MATERIALS
The meteoroid protection design curves presented in this Appendix were developed
from a wide range of materials. The weights and description of materials are
listed in Table C-2.
DESIGN CURVES
Figures C-8 through C-l2 present meteoroid protection design curves for the
various MLI materials of the program. The 3 О curve and the arithmetic mean
curves are shown as well as the individual data points. The experimental results
were developed in terms of an equivalent thickness of aluminum protection sys-
tem (Ti) necessary to protect a certain aluminum tank wall thickness (To). Both
thicknesses (Ti and T2) were normalized to meteoroid diameter (D) so the data
could be used to evaluate protection systems for various vehicles and probabili-
ties of mission success. The normalized penetration depth is also shown on the
ordinate.
The aluminized mylar/nylon net curve, Figure C-8, had a very steep slope,
indicating a substantial increase in protection efficiency with a slight increase
in thickness. Figure C-l2 shows the arithmetic mean curve for multiple discrete
shields of 1/2 mil aluminized mylar with 1/4 inch (0.64cm) spacing. This
concept was very weight efficient; however, it would be difficult to maintain
the spacing in a vehicle installation.
Figures C-13, C-14 and C-15 are the curves for single sheet materials. The
characteristic decrease in protection efficiency as aluminum sheet thickness was
increased is evident in Figure C-14. Figures C-16 and С-17 represent fiber-
glass honeycomb sandwich with different thickness face skins. Figure C-18 is
for aluminum honeycomb sandwich. Fiberglass honeycomb sandwich provided
considerably more protection than an equivalent weight of aluminum honeycomb
sandwich. Fiberglass sandwich approximately 1/7 the weight of the aluminum
sandwich shown in the curve provided equal protection. Continuous shell con-
cepts were not tested in more detail because of prohibitive structural weight.
Figures C-19 through C-22 present the test data for combinations of Beta fiber
cloth in front of Mil. The curves show a reduction in protection system
efficiency with initial additions of MLI, moving from left to right on the curves.
As more MLI was added there was a corresponding Increase in efficiency. There
was no apparent explanation for this. Figures С-23 through С-31 present data
for combinations of aluminum skin in front of MLI, and Figures C-32 through
С-42 for fiberglass laminate skin in front of MLI.
Figures C-43 through C-48 show the data for combined honeycomb sandwich and
MLI. The honeycomb sandwich was in front of the MLI and was impacted first.
Fiberglass honeycomb shows greater efficiency in combination with MLI than
aluminum honeycomb.
Figure C-49 shows data for one thickness of carbon composite bidirectional
laminate.
Figures C-50 and C-51 show data for MLI in front of an aluminum skin. This
configuration was representative of vehicles with MLI on the outside of the
structural shell. Figure C-52 is for vehicles with MLI on the outside of a fiber-
glass laminate structural shell.
Figures C-53 and C-54 show data for MLI in front of aluminum and fiberglass
honeycomb sandwich. The results were about the same as for MLI located be-
hind the honeycomb sandwich shell.
Figures C-55 through C-57 represent a combination of metallic bumpers in front
of MLI, located on the outside of an aluminum vehicle shell. The curves show
the trend towards less efficiency as an aluminum bumper is added, except for
Figure C-57. In this case, the downward turn of the curve could have been
due to an increased effectiveness of MLI. Figures C-58 through C-60 show
similar data for fiberglass laminate structural shells. In this configuration, im-
proved efficiency was experienced because spoliation consisted of low mass
particles.
Figures C-61 through C-66 represent vehicles constructed with honeycomb sandwich
shells and incorporating a metallic bumper and MLI on the outside. Observations
made previously for fiberglass and aluminum honeycomb sandwich are also applic-
able for these configurations.
Figures С-67 through С-78 present final design curves for material combinations
where the thickness of MLI and bumper material were varied. The curves identi-
fied as Tn /D or TpQ/D represent constant Beta fiber cloth or fiberglass laminate
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thickness with varying amounts of MLI. The interpolation formula used to derive
these curves was described in Section 2.1.2 of the Volume I document. The
curves were constructed with 3(j values.
Figures C-79 through C-81 are the final design curves for MLI and bumper com-
binations located in front of fiberglass laminate structural shells. The curves
labeled Tr/D represent a fixed laminate skin thickness with varying thickness of
MLI.
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FIGURE C-7 DEPENDENCE OF THE AVERAGE FLUX ON THE
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FIGURE C-18: METEOROID PROTECTION FIGURE C-19: METEOROID PROTECTION
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FIGURE C-30: METEOROID PROTECTION DESIGN FIGURE C-31: METEOROID PROTECTION
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FIGURE C-32: METEOROID PROTECTION FIGURE C-33: METEOROID PROTECTION
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FIGURE C-34: METEOROID PROTECTION FIGURE C-35: METEOROID PROTECTION
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FIGURE C-36: METEOROID PROTECTION FIGURE C-37: METEOROID PROTECTION
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FIGUREC-50: METEOROID PROTECTION FIGURE C-51: METEOROID PROTECTION
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FIGURE C-52: METEOROID PROTECTION FIGURE C-53: METEOROID PROTECTION







Alumimzed Mylar - Nylon Net With F.G.
Honeycomb In Back 1/2" Thk. .030"






















003 Al Bumper + Alummired Mylar





FIGURE C-54: METEOROID PROTECTION FIGURE C-55: METEOROID PROTECTION
DESIGN DATA-MLI AND DESIGN DATA-SINGLE















.003 Al Bumper + Alummized Mylar







FIGURE C-56: METEOROID PROTECTION FIGURE C-57: METEOROID PROTECTION
DESIGN DATA-SINGLE DESIGN DATA-SINGLE





003 Al Bumper + Alummized Mylar
- Nylon Net + 4 Layer F.G.
Laminate Skin In Back
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.003" Al Bumper + NRC-2










.003 Al + Aluminized Mylar - Silk Net












































































































































































Cloth + Aluminized Mylar - Silk Net
Interpolation Formula Plus 3 a
. 0 * 6 - в Cloth Alone
.046
.0273
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0 Cloth + Alumimzed Mylar - Sliced Foam










Aluminum + Alummized Mylar — Nylon Net
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Interpolation Formula Plus За
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Aluminum + Alummized Mylar — Silk Net










Aluminum + Alummized Mylar — Sliced Foam
Interpolation Formula Plus За
A\. Alone
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Fiberglass Laminate + Alummized Mylar Nylon Net














Fiberglass Laminate + NRC-2
Interpolation Formula Plus За
.087,^  FG Laminate Alone
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Fiberglass Laminate + Alummized Mylar - Sliced Foam Interpolation Formula Plus За
.0257
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Alummized Mylar — Nylon Net In Front Of
Fiberglass Laminate Skin
With Bumper
F G. Laminate Skin Alone
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NRC-2 In Front Of Fiberglass Laminate Skin
With Bumper
F.G. Laminate Skin Alone
0.1jj
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Aluminized Mylar - Silk Net In Front
Of Fiberglass Laminate
With Bumper
F G Laminate Skin Alone
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Section 1.2.3 of Volume I, "Final Report" NASA CR-121103, summarized the
weight data for ten vehicle preliminary designs. This appendix presents the
design drawings, discusses some of the main features and includes a detailed
weight statement for each vehicle configuration.
LH9-LF7 Propellents
'Vehicle 1-14 - Figure D-l shows the vehicle structural arrangement and fluid
line details. A median height payload position was selected for design. A
possible design improvement was the elimination of upper ring and payload sup-
ports. The payload supports would then originate at the mid-body ring and would
be constructed of fiberglass. This feature was incorporated in the final designs
discussed in Section 1.3.1 of Volume I. The ring weight saved by this change
would be offset to some extent by the addition of a MLI support ring between
the payload and the LFo tank. It was estimated that the net effect was a weight
reduction of 7 Ibs (3.2 kg).
Figure D-2 shows insulating details. Internal MLI was selected and the meteoroid
protection was provided by the MLI. The top deck, compartment separation and
bottom blankets were supported by X-850 film laminate. A fiberglass laminate
ring was added at the mid-body point to support the compartment separation
blanket. This ring was totally enclosed within the MLI blanket, thus there were
no bracket penetrations through the multilayer. The ring rested on a pair of
fluid line support beams which spanned the vehicle at the mid-body location.
The innermost radiation shields were joined at this location, shown in Detail I,
to provide thermal continuity around the corner and to act as a purge seal.
A 90 corner and blanket overlap was provided at the intersection of top deck
and sidewall MLI. It was necessary to add strips of fiberglass laminate to the
upper ring to produce this type of joint.
Vehicle 1-2A - The structural arrangement is shown in Figure D-3. It was
necessary to provide secondary structure in the form of an insulation support
framework over and under the LHo tank. The vehicle body was only 17 in.
(0.43 m) high, with a 52 in. (1.32 m) centaur adaptor below and a 58 in.
(1.48m) payload support bay above. A six-truss member structure supported the
engine and some of the tank load. The LFo tanks were manifolded together for
engine feed and venting functions.
Figure D-4 shows the insulation design. The conical surface above the LHo tank
was insulated with six large panels and six filler panels. The smaller panels were
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necessary due to material width limitations and the arrangement of MLI support
members. A more efficient design could be possible by splicing aluminized mylar
roll stock to greater widths and by relocating some MLI support structure; how-
ever, a minimum of six panels still appeared necessary.
This insulation design located the MLI on the outside of the vehicle structure,
therefore, it is necessary to provide penetrations for the payload supports and
for the adaptor. Hand-fitting at these penetrations would be necessary to pro-
duce a thermally efficient joint. Access to the LHo tank would necessitate
removal of several panels with the attendant problems of replacement to produce
a thermally efficient joint.
Vehicle 1-2B - The structural arrangement of this vehicle eliminated the internal
truss construction of its counterpart, Vehicle 1-2A. Instead, the tanks were sus-
pended from the main body rings, and engine loads were applied through a conical
framework. It was necessary, however, to provide secondary structural support for
the MLI blanket separating the two propellents. Figure D-5 shows these details.
As in the case of the previous vehicle, there was a considerable amount of un-
used volume between the LF« tanks.
Figure D-6 shows insulation details. External MLI was used and meteoroid pro-
tection was provided by the addition of MLI with non-aluminized radiation
shields. That portion of the blanket using clear mylar films was used as a struc-
tural support for the remainder of the MLI. The compartment separation blanket
utilized X-850 film laminate for support. This blanket would be applied in two
pieces. The top deck blanket was also supported by X-850 film and would be
applied as one piece. It would be necessary to splice the mylar to produce
this panel.
Vehicle 1-3 - Figure D-7 shows the structural arrangement. The vehicle was
divided into four bays by trusses. The tanks were supported partially on the
trusses and partially on the external ring. A manifold system connected pairs
of oxidizer and fuel tanks. The manifold system was located above the tanks
for simplicity, however, this necessitated some additional MLI support structure.
Figure D-8 shows the insulating details for this vehicle. External MLI was
chosen and non-aluminized mylar was used in the MLI added for meteoroid pro-
tection. The top deck blanket thicknesses were different for the fuel and oxi-
dizer compartments, therefore, foam block shims were used along abutting edges
to maintain panel alignment. A fiberglass laminate support structure was devised
to elevate the MLI above the plumbing lines. The sidewall blankets were all
the same thickness for meteoroid protection, however, the number of radiation
shields varied between oxidizer and fuel compartments. This necessitated four
panels to insulate the sidewall. Compartment separation blankets within the
vehicle were located inside the LhU tank enclosure. The intersection of these
blankets at the center, and the joints with top and bottom panels, would present
severe insulating problems.
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Vehicle 1-7 - The structure of this vehicle is arranged in a square configura-
tion, with four corner posts supporting tank and engine loads. Fiberglass tubular
struts were selected for the design because the structural trades indicated this was
the least weight approach. The two LH2 tanks were suspended externally by a
system of fiberglass struts and tension straps. Figure D-9 shows the structural
arrangement.
Figure D-10 shows the insulation details for this vehicle. It was necessary to
add fiberglass laminate structure to support the MLI blankets around the perimeter
of the LHo tanks. It appeared that this configuration could be efficiently in-
sulated with tank mounted MLI, at least for the LH2 tanks. Producing thermally
efficient MLI joints at sidewall, top deck and the intersection of compartment
separation blankets would be very difficult.
FLOX-CH4 PROPELLANTS
Vehicle 2-19 - The structure is shown in Figure D-ll. This configuration was
unique in that tank mounted insulation appeared to be more adaptable to all the
surfaces except possibly the upper deck. Primary boost loads would be carried
through the cylindrical portion of the tank which necessitated a tank gage in-
crease and the integral stiffening ribs shown on the drawing. There were obvious
pressure vessel weight penalties associated with this approach, however, such
items as structural members, MLI supports, tank support and engine thrust structure
were minimized, thus offsetting the tank weight increases. The structure was
relatively simple, consisting of a tank shell extension (skirt), pay load supports
and an adaptor. A design review revealed that the skirt shown on the drawing
was 5 in. (12.7 cm) longer than necessary. Shortening the skirt and lengthening
the payload support struts resulted in a weight reduction of 4 Ibs (1.82 kg). The
weights of Table D-l do not reflect this reduction. The reduction was included
in the weight summary, Figure 1.2-42, of the Volume I report.
Figure D-l2 shows insulation details. External MLI was selected. The MLI
blanket on the sidewall and cone consisted partly of aluminized shields for thermal
protection and non-aluminized shields for meteoroid protection. The non-alumin-
ized shield portion of the blanket was used to support the thermal protection
portions and incorporated a zipper joint to aid installation and obtain a close
fitting joint.
The top deck blanket was supported by an aluminized laminate film, Schjedahl
X-850. The film was reinforced around the perimeter with fiberglass laminate
and riveted to an insulation mounting ring. The MLI blanket was attached to
the laminate with nylon retainers. A 90° corner was incorporated in the top
deck blanket. This comer was formed during construction by cutting and taping
the edges of shields and spacers. The insulation extension along the sidewall
was held in place with hollow nylon studs and the edges restrained by sewing
several net spacers to the sidewall blanket. Aluminized mylar roll stock was
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not wide enough to make a complete radiation shield. It would be necessary to
splice this material for the top deck of all vehicles. The splice would be made
by overlapping and taping sheets of aluminized mylar. The overlapped joints
would be staggered to avoid excessive thickness.
Payload support members penetrated the top deck blanket and were wrapped with
MLI. The external plumbing lines and those within the insulation enclosure were
also wrapped with MLI.
Venting of the purge gas used during prelaunch operations would be accomplished
along the edges of the blankets. The mylar films (but not the radiation shields)
would be perforated in the zipper area to aid in evacuation.
Vehicle 2-18 - Figure D-13 shows the structural arrangement for this vehicle.
Payload supports and the adaptor attached to a common ring. The tanks, as
well as the engine thrust structure, were also connected to the same ring.
Figure D-14 shows insulation details. Internal MLI was used. A fiberglass
mounting ring was added to support the top deck and sidewall blankets. X-850
film was used to support the top deck blanket and a group of mylar films and
net spacers were used for sidewall blanket suspension. The sidewall blanket was
separated at the top so that the top deck blanket could be overlapped outside
of the radiation shields and spacers. The sidewall meteoroid protection (mylar
films and net spacers) was on the outside so a zipper could be used for closing
the longitudinal joint. The MLI on the inside, above the separation point, was
held in place with hollow nylon studs and washers.
The conical base MLI blanket was envisioned as two pieces, with appropriate
cuts and taped joints in the aluminized mylar to produce the correct shape. The
net spacers could be cut and sewn, or formed to the desired contour. The mylar
films and spacers which were added for meteoroid protection were also used here
to support the blanket. Structural members were external to the MLI blanket,
therefore, they were uninsulated. This simplified fabrication as compared to
Vehicles 2-2 and
Vehicle 2-14 - Figure D-15 shows the structural arrangement. The vehicle is
divided into two bays with rings enclosing each bay. Further structural weight
reductions appeared possible by omission of the uppermost ring, changing the
upper bay truss members to fiberglass and connecting them directly to the pay-
load. It was not expected that these changes would improve the ranking of this
vehicle significantly, based on similar changes to Vehicle 1-14.
Figure D-16 shows insulation blanket and mounting details. The multilayer was
located inside the structure and the entire blanket incorporated aluminized
shields. The top deck blanket was suspended from an X-850 film and was held
in place at the corners with velcro tape. The sidewall blanket was suspended
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at the top from hollow nylon studs. A blanket joint was necessary at the mid-
body ring because of aluminized mylar roll stock width limitations. Velcro tape
was used for suspending the lower sidewall blanket and restraining the bottom
of both upper and lower sidewall blankets. A lacing joint was used on the side-
wall. The outer and inner net layers were reinforced with X-850 in this area to
support the nylon retainers.
The bottom insulation panel employed X-850 film for support since it was nearly
perpendicular to the direction of maximum acceleration forces. Velcro patches
attached the panel to the engine thrust members.
Vehicle 2-3 - The body structure of this vehicle (Figure D-17) consisted of
two rings separated by aluminum truss members. A crossed truss arrangement
supported the tanks and engine thrust loads.
Figure D-18 shows the insulation arrangement. External MLI was used which
made it necessary to insulate all of the structural members. This task was com-
plicated because of the numerous joints, and because external portions of the
members had to be left exposed to permit attachment of sidewall and bottom
blankets to velcro patches. Sidewall and top blankets were both suspended from
the upper vehicle ring, thus additional MLI support structure was unnecessary in
this area. A fiberglass ring was added in the engine recess to hold the blanket
clear of the engine. The engine recess MLI joints would require considerable
hand work to obtain thermally efficient joints.
Vehicle 2-2 - A six beam structural arrangement was employed to support tank
and engine thrust loads of this vehicle. An insulation cage covered the FLOX
tank and also supported the fluid lines. The details are shown in Figure D-19.
The payload height of this vehicle was found to be excessive and a reduction
of 27.1 Ibs (12.3 kg) was possible with shorter payload support members. This
change was incorporated in the weight summary, Figure 1.2-42 of Volume I,
but not in Table D-l of this appendix.
Figure D-20 shows MLI and meteoroid protection details. External MLI was
used, therefore the difficulties of insulating structural members described for
Vehicle 2-3 were encountered for this vehicle also. The top deck blanket was
penetrated diagonally by the twelve payload support members. This resulted in
a large cut, which would need to be prepared carefully to avoid heat shorts.
The conical blankets were supported by X-850 film and were assembled in six
units. A scarf joint, attached by velcro tape, was employed at the longitudinal
edges of these panels. The scarf joint was held together on the outside by sew-
ing adjacent panels. Sidewall, bottom and engine recess panels were supported
by the non-aluminized mylar films and net spacers added for meteoroid protection.
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Weight Statement
The weight data for the ten vehicle preliminary designs is summarized in Table
D-l. The weights breakdown is confined to major systems in this table. Tables
D-2, D-3, D-4 and D-5 show secondary structure and MLI weights. The latter
item consists of additions to the basic MLI panel weights derived by the ТА ТЕ
program discussed in Appendix A. Tables D-6 through D-8, and D-9 through
D-ll show FLOX-CH4 and LHo-LFo vehicle plumbing weights.
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APPENDIX E
THERMAL TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This appendix presents the temperature data obtained in the thermal performance
tests. The material is organized by test number, in the order discussed in
Section 2.2.3 of the Volume I document, NASA CR-121103. This material
supplements the discussion on correlation of analysis and results in Section 2.2.3
of that document. Figure E-l is a drawing of the test article showing locations
of the thermocouples discussed in this appendix.
The analytical models used in the analysis of results, and the temperatures pre-
dicted by means of these models are also described here.
Test Results
Test T-l - This was the first of a baseline test series consisting of Tests T-l,
T-2 and T-3. The test series was intended to evaluate heat transfer rates of
the test article with two different warm boundaries and two cryogenic fluids.
Test T-l used LH2 in the test tank and guard and « 7Q°F (295°K) water in the
thermal shroud.
The temperatures measured at points on the thermal shroud, and the ambient
temperature are shown in Figure E-2. The temperature spike at 3300 minutes
was due to an ovei-adjustment of the shroud thermostat. A gradual drift down-
wards had been noted in the shroud temperatures and in an attempt to correct
this situation the water heater was activated.
Figure E-3 shows the temperatuies on the outside of the MLI at the upper edge
of the test article. These temperatures reflect the fluctuations in the shroud,
including the spike at 3300 minutes. The MLI surface ranged from one to three
degrees colder than the shroud as measured by Thermocouple T13.
Figure E^4 represents the temperatures on the inside of the MLI at the same lo-
cations as in Figure E-3. These values had become very stable after about
2600 minutes, indicating thermal equilibrium had been attained.
Figure E-5 shows temperatures on the exterior of the MLI, across the lap joint.
Figure E-6 shows the temperatures on the inside of the MLI at the same locations.
The outside temperatures followed the same general pattern as the shroud except
with somewhat greater deviations. The inside temperatures were very stable
except for the period at 3300 minutes.
Figure E-7 is the temperature of the wet test meter exhaust gas. The heat ex-
changer, water saturator and wet test meter were located in an environmentally
controlled room, therefore the gas temperature was expected to remain constant.
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However, the door was opened several times during the test to make adjustments,
which accounts for the variations in the plot.
Figure E-8 gives the pressure in the guard tank and Figure E-9 shows vacuum
chamber pressure. Normally, when a test series was started, the chamber pumps
were started on a Friday and allowed to pump over the weekend. A decision
was then made on the following Monday whether to load the cryogen into the
tanks or to continue pumping.
Figure E-10 shows the temperature in the guard tank during the test.
Test T-2 - Ibis was a repeat of Test T-l except that LNo was used in the
guard and test tanks. The thermal shroud and ambient temperatures are shown
in Figure E-ll. External and internal MLI temperatures at two locations are
shown in Figures E-12 through E-15. The external temperatures followed the
shroud whereas the internal temperatures were very stable,.
Wet test meter exhaust gas temperature is shown in Figure E-16. Figure E-17
shows the guard tank pressure. A mistake was made in filling the water mano-
meter which controlled the guard pressure. This is evident at -1200 minutes,
where the pressure rose abruptly.
Figure E-18 shows vacuum chamber pressure and Figure E-19 shows the tempera-
ture in the guard tank.
Test T-3 - In this test the fluid in the tanks was LHo and the thermal shroud
was filled with LNo to represent the warm boundary temperature of the propul-
sion vehicle sidewall. The thermal shroud and ambient temperatures are shown
in Figure E-20. There was no explanation for the discrepancy noted for Thermo-
couple T-705.
External and internal MLI temperatures are shown in Figures E-21 through E-24.
The external temperatures did not reach the shroud temperature in this test,
instead they were approximately 25 F (14°K) warmer.
Temperature of the wet test meter exhaust gas is shown in Figure E-25. Figures
E-26 and E-27 show altitude chamber and guard tank pressures, respectively.
Figure E-28 gives the temperature data in the guard tank.
Test T-4 - This was a repeat of Test T-l, after the simulated launch loads
were applied to the test article. Thermal shroud and ambient temperatures are
shown in Figure E-29.
The temperatures on the external surface of the MLI in Figure E-30 follow the
shroud temperatures. Internal MLI temperatures are shown in Figure E-31.
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Figure E-32 shows temperatures on the aluminum tubing framework. These temp-
eratures are reasonably uniform regardless of location. T-45 was located on a
different part of the framework than the other thermocuples shown.
Figures E-33, E-34, and E-35 show wet test meter gas temperature, altitude
chamber pressure and guard tank pressure, respectively. Figure E-36 gives the
temperatures in the guard tank.
Test T-5 - The test article was modified to add a fiberglass tubular strut con-
nected between the aluminum framework and the test tank. A cutout of the MLI
was necessary to attach the strut to the framework. The strut was equipped with
a heater at the outboard (warm) end and was instrumented with thermocouples
for about one-half its length.
Thermal shroud and ambient temperatures are shown in Figure E-37. The external
and internal surface temperatures of the MLI are presented in Figures E-38 and
E-39. The inner surface reflected the effects of the MLI penetration at the strut
location, as evidenced by T-416, Т-415 and T-413. The influence of the strut
heater is evident at approximately 3100 minutes.
Figure E-40 shows the temperatures on the aluminum framework. The effect of
heater activation at 3100 minutes is very apparent in this figure. Thermocouple
T-45 was located on an adjacent framework member and was used as a control
for application of heater power.
Figure E-41 shows the temperature distribution along the fiberglass strut. The
thermocouple nearest the heater (T-41) reflected the addition of heater power
at 3100 minutes as was expected. This effect was essentially "washed-out" at
Thermocouple T-43.
Figure E-42 shows the heater power settings.
Figures E-43, E-44 and E-45 show gas temperature at the wet test meter, vacuum
chamber pressure and guard tank pressure, respectively. Figure E-46 shows the
guard tank temperature.
Test T-6 - The test article was modified for this series by adding a stainless
steel fluid line section. The line connected between the aluminum framework
and the test tank, and a cutout in the MLI was necessary. The fluid line was
equipped with a heater at the warm end and was instrumented with thermocouples.
The test was run with the heaters off during the initial phase, then the heaters
were activated.
Figure E-47 shows the thermal shroud and ambient temperatures..
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Figures E-48, E-49 and E-50 show temperatures on the inside and outside of the
MLI during the test. In Figure E-48, Thermocouple T-519 was closest to the
cut in the MLI which was made to represent an assembly joint. This thermo-
couple was warmer than the other two which were farther away from the joint.
All of these curves reflect the heater activation point at 5000 minutes. Thermo-
couple T-55 in Figure E-50 was closest to the pipe penetration and was con-
siderably warmer than other thermocouples farther away. This location was also
influenced more by heater activation.
Figure E-51 shows temperatures on the aluminum framework in the vicinity of
the line penetration, and at more remote locations. Thermocouple T-532 was
located farthest away from the penetration.
Figure E-52 shows the temperature on the fluid line support plate at the warm
end (T-525) and temperatures along the fluid line. The influence of heater
activation is evident at 5000 minutes.
Figure E-53 shows the heater power settings.
Figures E-54, E-55 and E-56 present wet test meter gas temperature results,
pressure in the guard tank and vacuum chamber pressure, respectively.
Test T-7 - This was a repeat of the preceding test, except that LNU was the
fluid rather than LHo. Figure E-57 shows thermal shroud and ambient tempera-
tures.
Figure E-58 shows the external and internal temperatures on the MLI near the
fluid line penetration. The heaters were not used in this test. Figures E-59
and E-60 show more MLI temperatures.
Figure E-61 shows temperatures on the aluminum framework. Figure E-62 shows
the temperature distribution along the fluid line and on the mounting plate
(T-525) at the warm end.
Figures E-63, E-64 and E-65 show wet test meter gas temperature, vacuum
chamber pressure and guard tank pressure, respectively.
Test T-8 - This test incorporated a new base MLI blanket which was lapped
over the outside of the sidewall blanket. The joint resembled the top deck lap
joint of the vehicle final designs described in Volume I. The base section of
the thermal shroud was isolated from the sidewall section by micarta blocks.
Warm water was used in the base section and LN« was used in the sidewall
section to represent the flight thermal environment. Figure E-66 shows the
shroud and ambient temperatures.
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Figures E-67 and E-68 show MLI temperatures on the outside and inside at the
lap joint location. The heaters were inactive during this test.
Figure E-69 shows temperatures on the aluminum framework and on the fluid line.
Figures E-70 and E-71 show the wet test meter gas temperature, the guard tank
pressure and the vacuum chamber pressure.
Analysis
Figures E-72 through E-81 illustrate the nodal networks that formed the basis for
analytical models used for theoretical predictions of temperatures and heat flow









The temperature nodes were the points at which temperatures were evaluated.
Incremental surface areas involved in radiant heat interchange were assumed con-
centrated at the temperature nodes. The conductance value of each thermal
conductor was based on the cross section area normal to the heat flow, length
between temperature node terminals, and thermal conductivity of the segment of
material represented by that conductor. Where necessary these areas, lengths,
and conductivities were determined as the appropriate mean values for the con-
ductor span.
Radiation connectors, which included the effects of incremental areas, geometric
view factors, and material emittances upon thermal radiation interchange, were
not shown in the figures. In general, radiation connectors joined each pair of
temperature nodes lying on surfaces absorbing or emitting thermal radiation.
Some radiation connectors, where very small radiative interchange factors would
have resulted in insignificant heat transfer, were omitted for simplification.
Radiation through the MLI was accounted for in the MLI effective conductivity
property.
The nodal network representing the basic MLI assembly with the original miter
base joint, shown in Figure E-72, was a two-dimensional network, a simplifi-
cation made possible by the assumption of axial symmetry of the tank-insulation-
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shroud assembly. This network was representative of the configuration of Tests
T-l through T-7 and was used in the analytical predictions for Tests T-l through
T-4.
Figure E-73 shows the nodal network used to analyze the longitudinal joint for
Tests T-l through T-4 and for Test T-8. The use of a two-dimensional network
here was based on the assumption of invariance of properties, geometry, and
boundary conditions along the length of the joint.
The network used for analyzing typical nylon pin fasteners for Tests T-l through
T-4 and for Test T-8 is shown in Figure E-74. Axial symmetry about the pin
centerline was assumed, again permitting the use of a two-dimensional model.
The figure shows the addition of a one-dimensional model for heat flow through
the MLI at a location remote from fastener (or other) influence. This feature
was added to the fastener analysis to provide an accurate basis for computing
the net heat flow attributable to the fastener and for checking the adequacy of
the fastener model in isolating the fastener influence. Results of the remote-
location one-dimensional analysis were also used as baseline values for assessing
longitudinal joint incremental heat flow.
The nodal network used for analyzing the strut penetration for Tests T-5, T-7
and T-8 is shown in part in Figure E-75. For the purpose of these analyses,
the MLI surrounding the penetration was divided into 3 layers, each one node
thick, in the same manner as for the basic MLI of Figure E-72. These layers
are shown schematically in Figure E-75 and are illustrated as a developed view
in Figure E-76. Note that the strut itself is considered a one-dimensional con-
ductor and that the nodes on the inner surface of the strut MLI were identical
to the strut nodes, consistent with the assumptions made for this model. Heat
flow between the main MLI and the strut attach pad, the strut bracket, and the
upper strut end fitting was assumed to occur by radiation only; hence, no con-
ductors were shown connecting the main MLI and the strut heat flow path. The
symmetry of the strut MLI permitted representing all circumferential conductors
with a set lying on only one-half of the MLI tube.
The nodal network for the plumbing line penetration, used in analyzing tests
T-6, T-7 and T-8, is illustrated in Figures E-77 and E-78, in a manner similar
to the strut penetration network in the two previous figures. In the case of the
plumbing line penetration, conduction paths were assumed to exist between the
main MLI and the plumbing line MLI. Therefore, the diagram included a sub-
network representing the joint resistances between these two components. In a
manner similar to the strut and strut MLI network, the nodes on the plumbing
line MLI inner surface were identical to the plumbing line nodes.
The nodal network for the basic MLI assembly with the lap base joint made ex-
tensive use of the network for the original basic MLI configuration. The network
for the revised joint, used for the analysis of Test T-8, is shown in Figures E-79
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fhrough E-81. In addition to the obvious changes in the MLI network and the
inclusion of the base joint support assembly, the model for Test T-8 also differed
from that of the earlier tests in that the shroud side wall and base, having dif-
ferent temperatures, could no longer be represented by a common node.
The predicted steady state temperatures from the thermal analyses are listed in
Tables E-l through E-13. The node identification is that used on the diagrams
of the nodal networks, Figures E-72 through E-81.
Details of both the computed and the measured heat flow results are presented
in Table E-14. This table is a more detailed version of the heat flow summary,
Table 2.2-2 of the Volume I report. The analytical basic heat flow (Q., . ),
the additional heat flow due to the longitudinal joint (ДО. . . ), and the
. ' Long. Joint
additional heat flow due to the fasteners ( ДО_ ) were all evaluated atFasteners
the inner suiface of the main MLI.
The predicted additional heat flow associated with the strut penetration (ДО,- )
consisted of three components. The first two, the heat conducted into the strut
itself and the heat conducted into the strut MLI, were evaluated at the inter-
section of the plane of the main MLI inner surface with these components. The
third component of the incremental heat flow was the additional heat radiated
from the inner surface of the main MLI, that heat having entered the MLI by
radiation or conduction at the opening for the strut bracket.
The predicted additional heat flow due to the plumbing line ( ДОр,, , ,. )
numb. Line
penetration was synthesized from three components in a manner very similar to
that for the strut heat flow. The entry in Table E-ll for heat conducted into
the plumbing line includes that heat transfer by radiation in the line interior
at the heat flow evaluation plane.
Examination of the three components of incremental heat flow in the case of the
strut and plumbing line penetrations permitted limited assessment of the effective-
ness of the insulation designs for those components. The heat conducted into
the penetrating member (strut or plumbing line) and into its MLI were interrelated
and depended upon the length, cross-section area, and conductivity of the mem-
ber and upon the thickness of the MLI wrap. The additional heat radiated by the
main MLI, on the other hand, was primarily a function of the design at the
penetration.
The advantage of the low conductivity strut material was quite evident, while
the strong heat leak contribution of the relatively heavy metal plumbing line was
also clear. Because of the high conductance of the plumbing line, most of the
heat conducted into its upper end probably continued through the length of the
line. Therefore, there appeared to be little advantage to increasing the thick-
ness of the plumbing line MLI. Insulation of the plumbing line from the structure
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at its support points and increasing the length of insulated line inside or outside
the main MLI assembly would have reduced the heat leak.
In cases of tests with no applied heat, it was seen that the additional heat
radiated from the main MLI was greater near the strut than near the plumbing
line, even th ough the plumbing line penetration required a larger opening.
The difference was probably due to the extension of the plumbing line MLI through
the opening in the main MLI and indicated an advantage of this feature.
The total measured heat flow (QM ) was computed from two components. Part
of the heat reaching the test vessel was absorbed in vaporizing the liquid cryo-
gen and is identified as Q.. . The remainder of the heat, Q
 A _ acted toVap LA I
raise the temperature of the resulting gas prior to its discharge from the insulated
part of the system. The sum of Q.. and Q » _ constituted the total measured
heat flow. "
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Table E-l: PREDICTED STEADY STATE TEMPERATURES TEST T-l &
BASIC MLI ASSEMBLY







































































































































































































































Table E-2: PREDICTED STEADY STATE TEMPERATURES TEST T-l & 1-4,
MLI LONGITUDINAL JOINT














































































































































































































































































































































Table PREDICTED STEADY STATE TEMPERATURES TEST T-l & T~4,
FASTENER AND SURROUNDING MLI














































































































































































































Table E-4: PREDICTED STEADY STATE TEMPERATURES TEST T-2, BASIC MLI ASSEMBLY









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table E-6: PREDICTED STEADY STATE TEMPERATURES TEST T-2,
FASTENER AND SURROUNDING MLI















































































































































































































Table E-7: PREDICTED STEADY STATE TEMPERATURES TEST T-3, BASIC MLI ASSEMBLY





































































































































































































































Table E-8: PREDICTED STEADY STATE TEMPERATURES TEST T-3 & T-8, MLI LONGITUDINAL JOINT


































































































































































































































































































































Table E-9: PREDICTED STEADY STATE TEMPERATURES TEST T-G, FASTENER AND SURROUNDING MLI
















































































































































































































Table Е-П: PREDICTED STEADY STATE TEMPERATURES TEST
PLUMBING LINE AND SURROUNDING MLI
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Table E-12: PREDICTED STEADY STATE TEMPERATURES TEST T-7,











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table E-13: PREDICTED STEADY STATE TEMPERATURES TEST T-8, BASIC MLI ASSEMBLY, INCLUD
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FIGURE E-l : TEST ARTICLE INSTRUMENTATION PLAN
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FIGURE E-12: TEST *2 - TEMPERATURES
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FIGURE E-I6: TEST *2 - TEMPERATURES
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